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The REF

THE REF
SIDE ENTRY SUB
While flanged side entry sub designs have existed in the field for years, they have
inherent safety concerns and other limitations. M&M International has addressed
these issues with our Re-Engineered Flanged Side Entry Sub ("The REF™").

With a safer, more versatile design than competing flanged subs, and a lower price
tag than integrals, The REF™ is a game changer for the industry.
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Available in single or double flange
configurations.
Can be configured with any type of rotary
shouldered connections, as well as any OD or ID.
Side outlet customizable and available in a range
of hammer union types and sizes.
Available in working pressures up to 15,000 psi.

OPTIONS

WHY THE REF IS BETTER

FEATURE 1 – The hammer union hub is designed
and manufactured to be screwed into the sub
body during assembly. This innovative threaded
flange design supports internal pressure loads
completely, and once the hub is screwed flush
with the sub body, bolts are inserted to prevent
back-off during operations. 

FEATURE 2 – The shape and size of The REF’s
flange face supports the bending moment created
by the hang-off load of the circulating hose.

Further, to prevent the potential for unintended
back-off and falling bolts, our flange bolts come
standard with NORD-LOCK® locking washers, which
for overhead safety is far superior to wire rigging
systems known for being frequently damaged and
therefore having to be repaired or replaced.

SAFETY - The flange on other designs is attached to
the sub body solely by flange bolts. The typical load
types seen during operations are: (1) internal pressure;
and (2) hang-off load from the circulating hose. This
combination of loads, especially the hang-off load, can
put extreme stress on the upper flange bolts. The
failure of one upper bolt naturally tends to cascade
into the failure of the second upper bolt.  This could
result in a catastrophic failure where the weight of the
circulating hose could break the entire flange off the
sub body, exposing fluid at pressure to rig personnel
and/or the environment.

To prevent this type of failure, M&M International
created The REF™ sub design, wherein we utilize a
two-part retention system to accommodate for each
of the encountered loads.

VERSATILITY - Unlike with welded or integral subs,
the REF’s hammer union connection(s) can be quickly
and easily replaced should one become damaged or a
different hammer union size be required.

PRICE - Due to its design, we are able to manufacture
The REF™ at a lower price than that of integral subs,
while at the same time keeping high strength quality.

CONTACT US TODAY FOR A QUOTE OR MORE INFORMATION!
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